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Abstract
Objective. Image guidance and precise irradiation are fundamental to ensure the reliability of small
animal oncology studies. Accurate positioning of the animal and the in-beammonitoring of the
delivered radio-therapeutic treatment necessitate several imagingmodalities. In the particular context
of proton therapywith a pulsed beam, information on the delivered dose can be retrieved by
monitoring the thermoacoustic waves resulting from the brief and local energy deposition induced by
a proton beam (ionoacoustics). The objective of this workwas to fabricate amultimodal phantom (x-
ray, proton, ultrasound, and ionoacoustics) allowing for sufficient imaging contrast for all the
modalities.Approach.The phantom anatomical parts were extracted frommouse computed
tomography scans and printed using polylactic acid (organs) and a granite/polylactic acid composite
(skeleton). The anatomical pieces were encapsulated in silicone rubber to ensure long term stability.
The phantomwas imaged using x-ray cone-beam computed tomography, proton radiography,
ultrasound imaging, andmonitoring of a 20MeVpulsed proton beamusing ionoacoustics.Main
results.The anatomical parts could be visualized in all the imagingmodalities validating the phantom
capability to be used formultimodal imaging. Ultrasound imageswere simulated from the x-ray cone-
beam computed tomography and co-registeredwith ultrasound images obtained before the phantom
irradiation and low-resolution ultrasound images of themouse phantom in the irradiation position,
co-registeredwith ionoacousticmeasurements. The latter confirmed the irradiation of a tumor
surrogate forwhich the reconstructed rangewas found to be in reasonable agreementwith the
expectation. Significance.This study reports on a realistic small animal phantomwhich can be used to
investigate ionoacoustic range (or dose) verification together with ultrasound, x-ray, and proton
imaging. The co-registration between ionoacoustic reconstructions of the impinging proton beam
and x-ray imaging is assessed for thefirst time in a pre-clinical scenario.

1. Introduction

Over the last years, several pre-clinical research platforms have been proposed for precision small animal
oncology,mostly in the context of photon therapy forwhich dedicated commercial systems are already available
(Deng et al 2007, Clarkson et al 2011). To date, there is no counterpart available to support pre-clinical ion or
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proton radiation research. Inmost studies, the animals are irradiatedwith a clinical ion beamdegraded to lower
pre-clinical energy.Moreover, only a few groups have included image guidance typically based on x-ray cone
beam computed tomography (CBCT) (Ford et al 2016, Kim et al 2019). Image guidance and precise irradiation
of the targeted volume are however fundamental to ensure the reliability of the small animal studies and their
scalability to clinical scenarios (Verhaegen et al 2018). The phantom fabrication and characterization reported
hereafter took place in the context of the development of a novel research platform allowing for precise image-
guided irradiation ofmice at clinical proton therapy facilities (SIRMIOParodi et al 2019). The irradiation
platformwill include a dedicated beamline to degrade and focus the incident clinical beam, scaling it down to
longitudinal and transverse dimensionsmore suitable for the irradiation ofmillimeter sizemouse tumors.
Ultrasound and proton anatomical imaging in the irradiation positionwill be employed for daily treatment
planning adaptation, and the treatment deliverywill bemonitored in vivo either relying on positron emission
tomography in case of continuous beams or based on the so-called ionoacoustics for pulsed beams.

Ionoacoustic range verification takes advantage of the spatially localized dose of proton beamswhich is
favorable to the emission of thermoacoustic waves if the energy is deposited in a short amount of time (ideally in
less than about 10 μs for clinical beams going down to a fewhundreds of nanoseconds for pre-clinicalmono-
energetic beams to ensure stress-confinement (Assmann et al 2015, Jones et al 2016)). Neglecting heat defects,
the energy (E) deposited as heat converts to a pressure source (noted p0) proportional to thematerial-specific
Grüneisen parameter (Γ), which defines the efficiency of the conversion from energy to pressure as indicated in
(1), where the deposited energy is expressed in terms of dose (D) andmediumdensity (ρ) as E=D× ρ

p D . 10 ( )r= G ´ ´

If the volume is heated in a sufficiently short amount of time (stress-confinement), the initial pressure p0 gives
rise to a pressure wave-front governed by the thermodynamicwave equation (Hickling et al 2018). As it can be
seen from (1), measurements of the ionoacoustic signals allow inferring almost direct information on the
underlying dosewhen the energy is deposited in a homogeneousmedium and ideally instantaneously (proton
pulse duration=stress-confinement time). Practically, the shape of the signal detected depends on the temporal
evolution of the proton pulse and themediumproperties (i.e. notably the density and theGrüneisen parameter),
such that they all have to be taken into account to reconstruct the proton beamdose in heterogeneousmedia
(Lascaud et al 2021, Yu et al 2021).

It has been shown over the last decade that the position of the Bragg peak in homogeneouswater phantoms
can be determined from time-of-flight analysis with accuracy better than onemillimeter (Jones et al 2015,
Lehrack et al 2017) and hundred ofmicrometers (Assmann et al 2015) at clinical and pre-clinical energies,
respectively. Reconstruction of the initial pressure distribution co-registeredwith ultrasound (US) anatomical
imaging has also been demonstrated experimentally with pre-clinical ion beams (Kellnberger et al 2016, Patch
et al 2016), andmore recently the localization of the Bragg peak during the delivery of a clinical treatment plan
has been investigated in an anthropomorphic phantom (Patch et al 2021). Little work has been done on assessing
the accuracy of the initial pressure or dose reconstruction in heterogeneousmedia. Simulation studies from
patient data showed that, with an exact knowledge of themediumproperties, the Bragg peak can be
reconstructed and locatedwith amillimeter accuracy during breast (vanDongen et al 2019), head and liver (Yu
et al 2019, 2021) irradiation.

However, the quality of ionoacoustics-based dose reconstructionwill depend on the accuracy of themedium
property estimation. Indeed, information on the density andGrüneisen parameter is required to convert the
reconstruction of the initial pressure to a dose distribution. Furthermore, the speed of sound is not constant
in vivo as it varies depending on the tissue type. The consequences of this are a possible inaccurate estimation of
the Bragg peak location derived from the ionoacoustic signal time-of-flight, as well as a potential distortion of
the pressure wave-front which needs to be corrected for an accurate reconstruction (Huang et al 2012, Cui et al
2021). Hence, the complete workflowgoing from the in vivo assessment of themediumproperties to the
reconstruction of the dose from the ionoacousticmeasurements remains to be defined and the accuracy of the
resulting registrationworkflowneeds to be evaluated experimentally in awell-known environment.

In this context, we fabricated amouse phantomaiming for future assessment of the registrationworkflow
and development ofmethods to evaluate the tissue characteristics (i.e. speed of sound) in an anatomically
relevant geometry with knownmediumproperties. Ideally the anthropomorphic phantom should allow to
verify the complete irradiationworkflow, startingwith the contouring of the targeted volume in anatomical
imaging (US and proton images), the treatment plan calculation, phantom irradiation, and online verification of
the delivery using ionoacoustics in case of pulsed proton beams. Recent progress in 3Dprinting technologies
allows for the fabrication of small animal phantomswith complex and realistic geometry directly extracted from
animal computed tomography (CT) scans (Filippou andTsoumpas 2018), suitable for our application. To the
best of our knowledge, whole body 3Dprintedmouse phantoms proposed to date have focused only on one (e.g.
x-rayCTPrice et al 2020) or two (e.g. x-rayCT andmagnetic resonance (Zhang et al 2018)) imagingmodalities.
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The fabrication of amultimodal phantom is however amore challenging task as it requires to usematerials able
to reproduce tissues on severalmodalities. Focusing on the imagingmodalities that will be available within the
SIRMIO system (Parodi et al 2019), this includes x-ray and proton imaging (radiography orCT), US imaging,
and ionoacoustics, in addition to reasonable proton stopping powers relative towater (close to 1) to realistically
reproduce the proton dose deposited in a small animal. Furthermore, as the images (or treatment delivery)
maybe done at different locations or repeated over long experimental campaigns, it is important that the
anatomy of the phantom remains unchanged,meaning the phantom should bemechanically stable which
limited the type ofmaterial which can be used (e.g. water-based gels are not suitable). Therefore to facilitate the
development, in this work the objective was limited to the fabrication of a phantomwith sufficient contrast
between the differentmaterials such that several parts of the anatomy could be visualized in all the image
modalities. This was achieved by encapsulating 3Dprinted anatomical pieces extracted fromx-ray images of a
realmouse in silicone rubber to ensure themechanical stability of the phantomover time. The properties
(stopping power, density, and speed of sound) of the phantomwere characterized frombulkmaterials.
Thereafter, images of themouse phantomwere obtained for all the foreseenmodalities, including first
ionoacoustic experiments with amono-energetic pre-clinical pulsed proton beam, to validate the phantom
interest in supporting the development of image guidancemodalities for small animal.

2.Material andmethods

2.1.Mouse phantompreparation
Themouse phantommanufacturing process is summarized infigure 1. The skeleton, organ surrogates, and
outer shell were extracted from realmouseCT scans (animal experiments performed according to the FELASA
guidelines and upon ethical approval by theRegierung vonOberbayern), as illustrated infigure 1(a). The
anatomical parts were 3Dprinted (figure 1(b)) based on a fused depositionmodeling technique using an
Ultimaker S3 printer equippedwith a 0.6 mmruby nozzle (3DSolex Everlast HardCore). Themouse’s outer part
(skin) and organs were printed from standard polylactic acid (PLA,Ultimaker). Afilamentmade of 50 wt.%
granite powdermixedwith PLA (grey Stonefil, Formfutura)was used for the bone structure. For the latter, the
printing parameters were adapted to ensure the extrusion of homogeneous and stable layers (nozzle temperature
of 220 °C, layer height of 0.15 mm,with aflow set to 110%). Support structures in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)were
systematically produced to guarantee the good conformity andmechanical stability of the parts during the
extrusion. The support was removed at the end of the printing process. The extraction of the skeleton from the
support structure is a challenging step because of the small dimensions (e.g. rib with a diameter of about 1 mm)
and the brittleness of the PLA/granitemixture. To avoid damaging the printed structure, the skeletonwas
immersed inwarmwater (50 °C) for a few seconds to soften the shallow layers of PVAwhichwere gently
removed using a brush. The procedure was repeated untilmost of the PVAwas removed, and only a thin layer
was kept around the printed skeleton to reinforce it.

Silicone rubber (ElastosilM4601,Wacker ChemieAG)was used to produce tumor surrogates and the
intestines. Cylindrical tumorswere cut out from6mm thick plates of the rubbermaterial using a 2 mmdiameter
piece cutter. To produce the intestines, thin lines of rubberwere deposited onto a polytetrafluoroethylene foil.
After 12 h of curing at room temperature, the rubberfilaments were rolled up to form the intestines. An

Figure 1.Mouse phantom fabrication process: (a) segmentation of themouseCBCT scans, (b) 3Dprinting, (c)mold fabrication, and
(d) encapsulation of the anatomical parts in the silicone rubber. (e)Picture of themouse phantom.
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encapsulatingmold (figure 1(c))was produced out of the printed outer shell usingmodeling paste (Plastilin,
Pelikan). The different parts of themouse phantomwere carefully placed in themold and encapsulated
(figure 1(d)) using another silicone rubber (Elastosil 601,Wacker ChemieAG)previously degassed for 5 min at
15 mbar, and cured at room temperature for 24 h.

Additional plates of 18× 58× 6 mm3of the phantom composingmaterials weremanufactured and later
used to assess thematerial properties (i.e. stopping power, density, and speed of sound).

2.2. Phantommaterial characterization
The stopping powers relative towater (SPR) of the phantommaterials were estimated using dual-energy
computed tomography (DECT). To this aim, the 6mm thick platesmade out of the samematerials were scanned
using a dual-source scanner (Siemens SOMATOMdefinition FORCE, SiemensHealthcare, Forchheim
Germany) at energies of 90 kVp and 150 kVpwith tin filtration (Dedes et al 2019). The SPRwere calculated
following themethod proposed by (Saito and Sagara 2017a, 2017b), assuming a ionization potential of 78 eV for
water, and a kinetic proton energy of 20MeV (proton speed relative to the speed of lightβ= 0.2032). A
dedicated phantom (RMI 467,Gammex,Middleton, USA)was used for the calibration.

The density of thematerials (ρmat)was determined based on the Archimedes’ principle using a dedicated
scale (EMB-Vwith YDB-02 toolkit, Kern& SohnGmbH,Germany). Themass of the 6 mmplates were first
weighted in air, and subsequently after immersing the sample inwater (20 °C, ρwater= 998.2 kg m−3). The
density was evaluated from themass variation as defined in (2), wheremair is the samplemass in air andmwater is
itsmasswhen immersed inwater. Themeasurement was repeated 10 times for each sample to assess the
experimental uncertainties

m

m m
. 2mat

air

air water
water ( )r r=

-
´

The speed of sound in the differentmaterials was assessed using a through-transmission substitution
method (Zeqiri et al 2010) inwater. Acoustic signals were generated by a 1MHz focused piezoelectric transducer,
which has a focal distance of 2 cm, and a 73% fractional bandwidth (V303,Olympus). The transducer was driven
by a high-frequency ultrasonic pulser (DPR300 JSRUltrasonics, Imaginant Inc., USA). After passing through the
6mm thick plate of thematerial to be characterized, the ultrasonic wavewas acquired at a sampling rate of
156.25 MHzusing a 0.5 mmneedle hydrophone (PrecisionAcoustics, UnitedKingdom) connected to a digital
oscilloscope (6404DPicoScope, Pico Technology Ltd., UK). The characterized sample and hydrophonewere
positioned 2 cm and 4.5 cmdistal to the transducer, respectively. The speed of sound in the characterized
material (cmat)was determined from (3)

c
x c

x t c
, 3mat

water

water

( )=
D ´

D - D ´

whereΔx is the plate thickness,Δt is the time difference between a reference signal inwater (withoutmaterial
between the transducer and hydrophone) and the signal recordedwith the saidmaterial, and cwater is the speed of
sound inwater. The time-of-flight was evaluated from the signal envelope and defined as the time corresponding
to 10%of themaximumamplitude on the rising edge. The speed of sound inwater was determined from the
time shift obtained bymoving the hydrophone by±5 mmalong the propagation axis by a step of 1 mm.

2.3. Phantom imaging
X-rayCBCTof the phantomwas acquired using the small animal radiation research platform (SARRP, X-Strahl,
Camberley, UK). The x-ray CBCTwas reconstructed from720 projections (0.5° per image) obtained at an x-ray
energy of 60 kV and a current of 0.8 mA (voxel size: 0.26× 0.26× 0.26 mm3). Figure 2(a) shows the setup used
to capture theUS images of themouse phantom, hereafter referred to as high-resolution ultrasound (HR-US),
acquired at 5 MHzwith aUS linear probe (SP-L01, IntersonCorporation, USA). The phantomwas immersed in
water and only the head and tail regionswere laid on holding posts tomaintain awater gap of 1 cmbelow the
imaged volume, preventing in this way image reverberation due to the acoustic reflections from thewater tank
surface. TheUS probewasmounted onto a three-axismotorized stage andmoved along the body length of the
mousewith a step of 0.5 mm to obtainmultiple two-dimensional images in the transverse plane. TheUS images
were extracted from the JPEGfiles acquiredwith the SimpliVue software (IntersonCorporation, USA)using an
in-house Python routine and concatenated to obtain three-dimensional images. During the image
reconstruction, the SimpliVue software assumes a constant speed of sound equal to the average speed of sound
in human tissues (i.e. 1540ms−1). For consistency between all the ultrasound imagingmodalities, the voxel size
along the imaging axis was rescaled to correspondwith the speed of sound in themouse phantom tissuematerial
(grid spacing along the imaging axis dz× vtissue/1540), leading to a voxel size of 0.06× 0.50× 0.04 mm3 along x,
y, and z axes, respectively, as defined infigure 2.
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First feasibility studies in integrationmode proton imaging of the phantomwere conducted at the ocular
treatment beamline belonging to theMedicyc cyclotron at Centre Antoine Lacassagne inNice (France). Proton
radiographies were takenwith a large area (12× 14 cm2with a pixel size of 0.1× 0.1 mm2)CMOSdetector
(TeledyneDALSA, Canada) positioned 8 mmdownstream to themouse phantom to acquire coronal
projections of the head and abdominal region (Schnürle et al 2021). Similar to themethod employed byHarms
et al (2020), thewater-equivalent thickness (WET) of the imaged phantomwas determined by varying the energy
of the incident proton beam. For this purpose, the proton beamwas degraded using 0.5 mm thick slabs of
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). The imaging procedure was repeated for several thicknesses of PMMAup to
a total thickness of 27.5 mm, corresponding to 56 energy steps.

2.4. Ionoacoustic experiments
Ionoacoustics experiments were carried out at the tandem accelerator of theMaier-Leibnitz Laboratory in
Munich (Germany)with a 20MeVpulsed proton beam (200 ns square pulse, beam current of 3.5 nA at a
repetition rate of 10 kHz). Figure 2(b) shows the setup used to investigate the ionoacoustic emission and its
propagation in themouse phantom. The phantomwas immersed in awater tank closed by a 50 μmthick
polyimide foil after a 6 cm air channel. The phantomwas positioned such that the proton beamwas irradiating
the tumor surrogate implanted in the left hind leg, with the phantomflank side touching the polyimide foil. The
acoustic signals were acquired using a 12MHz capacitivemicromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT)with a
bias voltage set to 75%of the collapse voltage (Vcollapse= 310 V). The signals were amplified by a low-noise
voltage amplifier (HVA-10M-60-B, FEMTOMesstechnikGmbH,Germany)with a gain of 60 dB and acquired
using a digital oscilloscope (6404DPicoScope, PicoTechnology Ltd., UK) at a sampling frequency of
156.25 MHz. TheCMUTdetector wasmounted on a three-axismotorized stage and positioned on the proton
beamaxis. During the experiments, the ultrasonic transducer wasmoved laterally in the transverse plane along
the x-axis (see figure 2(b)) by step of 0.5 mmover a distance of±10 mm from the proton beam axis. For each
position, themeasurements were repeated over 1000 pulses (acquisitions) and averaged to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio.

Ultrasound pulse-echoesmeasurements were performed consecutively to the ionoacoustic experiments to
obtain a low-resolution image (LR-US) of the phantomanatomy in the same plane. To this end, the transducer
wasmoved by±10 mmand the stepwas reduced to 0.25 mm to improve the lateral resolution of the image. The
CMUTwas connected to the high-frequency ultrasonic pulser operating in pulse-echomode. A 70 ns negative
pulse of 5 Vwas used in transmission, whereas the signal was amplified by 30 dB and low-pass filtered
( fcutoff= 20.5 MHz) in reception.

2.5. Image registration
A similar reconstructionwas performed for both the ionoacoustic and low-resolution ultrasound images. The
average signals were filtered using fourth-order band-pass Butterworthfilters (between 0.5 MHz and 8MHz and
2MHz–15MHz for the ionoacoustic and ultrasoundmeasurements, respectively). The signal envelopewas
calculated from the absolute value of theHilbert transform and a homogeneousmedium,with the speed of
sound equal to the speed of sound in the tissue-mimickingmaterial, was assumed. Accurate temporal co-
registration of the two data sets (i.e. ionoacoustics and ultrasound) requires starting the acquisition of the

Figure 2.Experimental setups used for (a) the ultrasound images, and (b) ionoacousticmeasurements co-registered with low-
resolution ultrasound.
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ionoacoustic signals at the exact timewhen the proton beam enters the phantom. In our experiments, the signal
acquisitionwas triggered by the synchronization signal provided by the chopper systemof the tandem
accelerator which is generated before the proton burst reaches the experimental site. To compensate for that, an
offset of−1.43 μs was systematically applied to the ionoacousticmeasurements as determined in a previous
study (Wieser et al 2020). It is worth noting that the spatial registration of the twomodalities was ensured by
using the same transducer.

In heterogeneousmedia, ultrasound images usually suffer fromdistortions due to the assumption of a
constant speed of sound in the reconstruction (speed of sound aberration Fontanarosa et al 2011). To facilitate
the registration, US images were evaluated from the x-rayCBCT scans as summarized infigure 3. TheCBCT
imageswere first rescaled along theUS axis (figure 3(c)). To this aim, scans in the region of interest were
segmented into four differentmaterials: air, tissue surrogate, bone surrogate, and tumormimickingmaterial
and converted to a speed of sound, as illustrated infigure 3(a). The speeds of soundwere defined based on the
previous characterizations, whereas the air was substituted bywater (cwater= 1484m s−1). Each voxel was
rescaled along theUS axis by converting it to the time it takes for theUSwaves to propagate through the voxel
dimension, and converted back to the spatial domain by assuming a constant speed of sound equal to the speed
of sound in the tissuematerial (see figure 3(b)). Finally, theUS images were estimated from the rescaled CBCT
scans, as depicted in figure 3(f). The scanswere converted to an acoustic impedance image (figure 3(d)) and the
envelope of the acoustic impedance first derivative was calculated for each line along theUS axis (figure 3(e)).

3. Results

3.1.Material properties
The properties of the phantommaterials are summarized in table 1. Thematerial SPR varies from1.023 for the
tissue substitute to 1.501 for the bone-mimickingmaterial, which is comparable to SPR values in tissues
(typically ranging from0.95 for adipose tissues up to 1.6 for bones Schaffner and Pedroni 1998). The speed of
sound for the tissue- and tumormimickingmaterials was found to be around 1047m s−1 and 1022m s−1,
respectively, which is in good agreementwith the values previously reported (Zell et al 2007). The speed of sound

Figure 3.Workflowused to estimate the ultrasound images from the x-ray CBCT scans. Rescaling of theCBCT images alongwith the
ultrasound (US) axis: (a)CBCT segmentation and conversion to speed of sound. (b)Rescaling of each voxel along theUS axis and
conversion to the spatial domain by assuming a constant speed of sound equal to the speed of sound in the tissuematerial. (c)Example
of aCBCT slice in the transverse plane after rescaling. Estimation of the ultrasound images: (d) determination of the acoustic
impedance distribution from the rescaled CBCT, and (e) calculation of the envelope of the acoustic impedance first derivative for each
line along theUS axis. (f)Example of an estimated ultrasound image in the transverse plane.
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in the rubbers is 30% lower than the speed of sound in tissue (typically 1540ms−1). However, the resulting
acoustic impedance amounts to 1.07 MRayls and 1.17 MRayls for the tissue and tumor surrogates, respectively,
which provides realistic acoustic contrast between the two types of tissuesmaterial (Culjat et al 2010). The
characteristics of the substitute bonematerial are consistent with the properties of real bones, whereas both the
density and speed of sound in the printed PLA are higher thanwhat is typically observed for soft tissues.

3.2. Validation of the imaging capability
The images of themouse phantomobtained from the differentmodalities are presented infigure 4. Coronal and
sagittal views extracted from the x-ray CBCT are depicted infigures 4(a), (b), and transverse images are
presented infigures 4(c)–(f). The x-rayCBCT scans reveal the fine structure of the bone substitute i.e. skull and
ribs infigures 4(a)–(d), and spine infigures 4(b)–(e). PVA residues can be observed in the intercostal regions, as
well as air pockets in the chest cavity that were trapped during themanufacturing process. The air cavity at
y= 65 mm (figures 4(a), (b)) corresponds to the printed heart which is attached to the liver surrogate, and the air
pockets observed between y= 35 mmand y= 45 mm is the intestine region.

Figure 4.Mouse phantom imaging. X-rayCBCT in (a) a coronal plane, (b) a sagittal plane, and transverse planes of (c) the head, (d) the
chest cavity, (e) the abdominal region (liver and right kidney), and (f) the hind legs, including the implanted tumor surrogate. The
dashed line indicates the position of the different slices. Proton radiographies of themouse phantom corresponding to the (g)head
and (h) abdominal region in the coronal plane. (i)Transverse high-resolution ultrasound image (HR-US) of the left hind leg. The
yellow arrows indicate the position of the tumor surrogate.

Table 1.Properties of the phantommaterials.

Material SPRa Densityb (kg m−3) Speed of soundc ( m s−1)

Elastosil 601 (tissue) 1.023 ± 0.008 1019 ± 4 1047 ± 1

ElastosilM4601 (tumor) 1.139 ± 0.008 1132 ± 6 1022 ± 1

PLA (organs) 1.174 ± 0.011 1237 ± 4 2324 ± 5

PLA+ granite (bones) 1.501 ± 0.014 1552 ± 7 1829 ± 8d

Mean and standard deviation observed for:
a Voxels contained in a volume of 7.5 × 4 × 40 mm3 at the center of the 6 mmplates (total of 15 000 voxels).
b 10measurements.
c 10measurements.
d Detection threshold increased from10% to 50%of themaximumamplitude due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of themeasurements.
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The proton radiographies of themouse phantomhead and abdominal region are presented infigures 4(g),
(h), respectively. Thewater equivalent thickness of the head region goes up to 1.85 cmon the top of the skull and
the smaller imaged thicknesses at around y= 35 mmcorresponds to the air pockets trapped in the chest cavity.
The lower part of the left kidney is observed infigure 4(h) (water equivalent thickness of up to 2.25 cm), in good
agreementwith the expectations (see figure S1 of the supportingmaterial available online at stacks.iop.org/
PMB/67/205001/mmedia). It should be noted that the visible contours blurring are due tomultiple Coulomb
scattering of the protons in the phantomand further scattering in the air gap between the imaged object and
detector (Würl et al 2020). Figure 4(i) shows theHR-US around the left hind leg (same transverse plane as
figure 4(f)), mostly depicting the skin of themouse phantom and bone structures. The two sides of the
cylindrical tumor surrogate are visible in theUS image (marked by the yellow arrows onfigure 4(i)), confirming
a sufficient acoustic contrast between the tissue and tumor surrogatematerials.

3.3. Ionoacousticmonitoring of a pre-clinical proton beam
The results of the registration experiments are shown infigure 5. Figure 5(a) depicts the registration of theUS
image estimated from the x-rayCBCT scans (CT) and theHR-US image obtainedwith the linear array
(figure 4(i)). There is a good agreement between the two images, in particular on the outer contour of themouse
phantom (skin). The discrepancies observed in the image of the internal structures are attributed to different
lateral resolutions of the two imagingmodalities (0.26 mm for the x-ray CBCT image and 2 mm for theHR-US
estimated frompreviousmeasurements with awire phantom).

The registration between all the imagingmodalities is presented infigures 5(b), (c). The images acquired
during the in-beam experiments (LR-US and IA)were overlaid infigures 5(b), (c) by aligning the LR-US and
HR-US images. The ionoacoustic signal is composed of twomain components. Thefirst (at around 16 mmon
the z-axis) is the direct acoustic signal generated in the Bragg peak regionmostly due to the sharp energy gradient
distal to the Bragg peak. The second part is observed at 20 mm z-axis position and corresponds with the position
where the proton beam enters themouse phantom (phantom skin). This ionoacoustic entrance signal is caused
by the gradient of energy andGrüneisen parameter variation at the interface between themouse phantomand
the surroundingwater. Taking a closer look around the tumor region (figure 5(c)), it can be seen that the direct
signal is split into two pulses. A part of the signalmatches with the acoustic reflection at the interface between the
tumor and tissuematerials visualized on the LR-US. Similar to the entrance signal, this second pulse of the direct
signal corresponds to the acoustic wave generated due to the variation of theGrüneisen parameter and of the
deposited energy between the twomaterials (density andGrüneisen parameter of the tumor surrogate expected
to be larger than the tissuemimickingmaterial, see supportingmaterial). The imaged distance between the
maximumamplitude of the direct ionoacoustic signal and themouse phantom entrance in the LR-US on the
same line is about 3.8 mm.Considering the SPRof the silicone rubbermaterials (superior to 1, see table 1), the
estimated range is in reasonable agreementwith the expected value (range inwater at 90% equal to 4.17 mm). It
should be noted that, although this was not quantified, it is reasonable to assume that the proton beam
penetrated a thin layer of water before entering the phantom since the experiments were performed inwater.

Figure 5. Ionoacoustic experiments and co-registrationwith ultrasound. (a)Estimated ultrasound images (grey) obtained from the
x-ray CT overlaid to the high-resolution ultrasound image (HR-US, in purple). HR-US andCT superimposed to the low-resolution
ultrasound (LR-US, in green) co-registered to the envelope of the ionoacoustic signalsmeasured at different lateral positions (IA, blue
to red color scale): (b) large view, and (c) zoom in the targeted area (tumor surrogate). The contrast in the LR-US in (c)was increased
for better visualization of the tumor boundaries. The IA corresponds to isocontours of the signal envelopes with amplitude superior to
50%of themaximumamplitude. The red arrow shows the direction of the proton beam relative to the phantom anatomy.
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4.Discussion

4.1. Future phantomdevelopment
In this study, we showed that using commercially available PLA and PLA/granite filaments, the organs and bone
structure of amouse can be accurately reproduced and imaged using severalmodalities including x-rayCBCT,
proton radiography, andUS, offering a realistic tool to investigatemultimodal imaging. The stopping power of
the proposed phantommaterials evaluated fromdual-energy CT agrees with corresponding tissues’ values,
making the phantom suitable for use in quality assurance in proton therapy. To this end, the insertion of a
dosimetric tool will allow to verify the conformity of the delivered dose by comparisonwith the treatment plan
(Soultanidis et al 2019).

Both PLA and the silicone rubbers used as soft tissue surrogates ensure themechanical stability of the
phantomwhile preventing any change of phantomanatomywhichwould hamper its adoption for quality
assurance. However, the speed of sound in thesematerials differs from those in soft tissues and thesematerials
do not optimally reproduce the acoustic wave scattering and attenuation. The former limitation requires
applying a correction to theUS images to compensate for the speed of sound of 1540m s−1 assumed bymost
commercially available US systems. The lattermay lead to erroneous conclusions on the investigated
multimodal co-registrationworkflow and potential segmentation of theUS image (e.g. to delineate the tumor
contour) if not corrected. US phantoms typically rely onmaterials with highwater content such as agarose,
gelatin or polyvinyl alcohol gel (Culjat et al 2010). However, suchmaterials require specific storage to prevent
them fromdrying out, cannot be kept for a long time, and can easily be deformed. Furthermore, the fabrication
of these tissue surrogates ismostly based on castingmethodswhich constrain the shape and dimension of the
parts to only have a relatively simple geometry and a size of the order ofmillimeters.

Stereolithography printing (SLA) of silicone-based resins loadedwith higher speed of soundmaterials (In
et al 2017) or small scale variation of the curing parameters for each printed layer (Paulsen et al 2021) could be a
more promising alternative. It is interesting to note that commercially available SLA printers offer printing
resolution usually better than 50μm (e.g. 25 μmresolution for the Form3+, Formlabs). In addition to the high
fidelity of the printings obtained fromSLAprinters, the high resolution offered could also enable the
manufacturing of organswith embedded vascular structures (Ommen et al 2021)whichmakes them ideal for
the investigation of contrast agents.

4.2. Imaging and registrationworkflow
The proposedmouse phantom, eventually associated to implanted dosimetric tools, will support the
development of small animal proton irradiator (SIRMIO).Within the SIRMIOplatform, the treatment planwill
be derived fromUS images of the tumor volume (either obtained during themouse preparation or after
positioning the animal on the irradiation platform) registered to proton tomography of themouse in the
treatment position, providing accurate estimation of the tissue stopping power. Proton radiographymay also be
employed for alignment or registered to pre-treatment x-ray CBCT scans to reduce the imaging time after
positioning themouse on the SIRMIOplatform (Palaniappan et al 2022). For pulsed proton beams (i.e. at
clinical facilities equipped a synchro-cyclotron accelerator), the treatment deliverywill bemonitored using
ionoacoustics, ideally in quasi-real-time, to interrupt the irradiation in case of large deviations between the
planned and actually delivered dose or adapt the treatment plan fromone fraction to the other.

Accurate reconstruction of the proton dose from ionoacousticmeasurements atmultiple locations in a small
animal requires a correct estimation of the tissue properties. In this work, the x-rayCBCT scanswere used to
derive an estimation of theUS images by knowing themediumproperties (i.e. density and speed of sound) from
the previous characterizations of the differentmaterials. The estimatedUS images were thereafter aligned toUS
pulse-echomeasurements of the phantom in the irradiation position, allowing for a visualization of the
ionoacoustic signals relative to the phantom anatomy imagedwith theCBCT. The proposed registration
workflowwas utilized as a first proof-of-principle of the phantom interest in such a co-registration study and
feasibility of ionoacoustics-based range verificationmethod but needs to be further investigated in real
applications where the speed of sound is unknown. In that case, afirst estimation of themediumproperties
could be derived from the x-ray CT scans (conversion of theHounsfield units to density and speed of sound
Mast 2000) or directly imagedwith ultrasound using a dedicated reconstructionmethod (Sak et al 2017, Rau et al
2021).More extensive work is also required to estimate theGrüneisen parameter in vivowhichwill play a
fundamental role in the conversion frompressure to absolute dose.

Although the present results are afirst demonstration of co-registration between x-ray CBCT,US, and
ionoacoustics images, it is not possible to conclude on the accuracy of the ionoacoustics-based range verification
method. This is due to the uncertainties on themouse phantompositioning during the experiments, and in
particular on the thickness of the possible small water gap between the phantomflat side and the entrance
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windowof thewater tank used. In real applications withmice, the acoustic coupling required for the detection of
the ionoacoustic signals generated during the treatment delivery cannot be done by immersing the animal in
water as the additional water layer willmakemore complex the treatment plan calculation andwill reduce the
quality of the proton imaging (i.e. required an increase of the energy of the proton beamused for imagingwhich
will results in a larger energy spread and hence a decrease of the energy and imaging resolution). Therefore, the
acoustic detectors are foreseen to be placed directly onto themouse skin, and optimally positioned to not
interfere with the treatment delivery and pre-treatment proton imaging (Lascaud et al 2021). Considering the
space limitation, only a few spare sensors are expected to be used for both ionoacoustic and low-resolution
ultrasound images. Similarly to theworkflowpresented hereby, the low-resolution ultrasound imageswill be
used to facilitate the registration between the ionoacoustic reconstructions and the other (high-resolution)
anatomical images.

Hereby, we demonstrated that proton radiography in integrationmodewhich enables imagingwith a high
instantaneous particle flux delivered by a pulsed proton beamallows to appreciate themorphology of the small
animal. Further studies should investigate the registration between theUS and proton imaging forwhich the
different image contrast compared to x-ray images, the possibly lower spatial resolution due to proton scattering
in the imaged object, and an inaccurate conversion fromSPR toHounsfield unitsmay affect the accuracy of the
speed of sound andGrüneisen parameter evaluation.Moreover, the integration of the anatomical information
obtained fromultrasound and the relative location of the Bragg peak estimated from the ionoacoustic
measurements in a (pre-)clinical workflowneeds to be assessed. In particular, here the reconstructed initial
pressure was overlaidwith theUS images and deformedCBCTbut an additional correction of the speed of
sound aberration in theUS images will be required to provide accurate information on the anatomy relevant for
the treatment planning.

4.3. Ionoacoustic range verification in small animal with clinical proton beams
The present studywas carried outwith an ideal quasi-monoenergertic 20MeVproton beamwith proton pulses
of 200 ns, which leads to strong ionoacoustic emissions in the MHz rangewith amplitudes up to 100 Pa
facilitating the signal detection. The degradation of a clinical proton beam is expected to results in a larger energy
spread and consequently an increase of the longitudinal dimension of the Bragg peak volume (Gerlach et al
2020). Assumingmeasurements at a clinical synchro-cyclotron facility which is the only type of clinical proton
accelerator able to deliver a pulsed beamwithout requiringmodification of the accelerator control system, the
proton pulse is a fewμs Gaussian pulse (Lehrack et al 2017). In these conditions,much lower ionoacoustic
frequency and amplitudes are expected than the present study. Thefinal characteristics of the acoustic waves will
mostly depend on the performances of the SIRMIObeamlinewhich remains to be clarified.However, it is
anticipated that both pressure level and frequencywill be in the same order ofmagnitude (or even lower) than
clinical ionoacoustic applications (presumably in themPa range and below 100 kHz, see figure S3 of the
supportingmaterial). Consequently, thefirst challenge to be overcome in the use of ionoacoustic at clinical
facilities will be the detection of the acoustic signals. The accuracy and precision of the range verification
methods in these conditions remain to be evaluated.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we fabricated and characterized amultimodal 3Dprinted small animal phantom. The phantom
anatomical parts were extracted frommouse computed tomography scans and printed using polylactic acid
(organs) and polylactic acidmixedwith granite powder (skeleton). The anatomical pieces were encapsulated in
silicone rubber to ensure long-term stability. The phantomwas imaged using x-ray cone-beam computed
tomography, proton radiography, ultrasound imaging, and pulsed proton beammonitoring using
ionoacoustics. The different anatomical parts could be visualized in all the imagingmodalities and reasonable
range estimates were deduced from the proposedworkflow, thus validating the phantomuse formultimodal
imaging to support the development of a small animal proton irradiator.
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